The Fenwick Hoard
A Teacher’s Guide
This pack is designed to assist teachers in making use of the Fenwick Hoard as a
teaching resource. The Fenwick Hoard is a significant set of evidence for the history
of Colchester. It gives insight into Roman daily life, military, fashion, and the
devastating effects of the Boudican Revolt.
Additional information on the Hoard can be found on our website
www.cimuseums.org.uk/fenwickhoard
If you have any questions about the Hoard after reading through this pack please
contact us at museums@colchester.gov.uk
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Background Information
Ancient Jewellery
Ancient jewellery or treasure has always fascinated modern audiences because of its beauty, age, and
rarity. Before the mid-1700s, and the discovery of Pompeii and Herculaneum, Roman jewellery was not
studied in depth by archaeologists or historians. This was due in part to the small number of surviving
objects and the lack of contextual information because of looting and the removal of objects from
sites. Roman jewels found at Pompeii and Herculaneum are unrivalled due to the quality objects and
the almost perfect context. Most of these objects were found with their owners in their places of
residence (in the context which they were used). This allows archaeologists and historians to
understand how the objects were worn, who wore them, when they were worn, and if jewellery was
only worn by the rich. These are extremely valuable questions which help us to understand the past.
Apart from these large scale natural disasters, jewellery can come from a variety of sites, most
commonly burials where the person has been buried with precious objects. Jewellery in burials can
range from simple inexpensive glass bracelets, to high quality gold and pearls. Objects found within
burials tell us about the person’s social status in life, and what objects their society valued.
Objects can also be accidentally lost in drains, sewers, and bath houses. It is not uncommon to find ring
stones in Roman drains especially in bath houses. Accidental loss can include ship wrecks and natural
disasters, for example, the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius that buried Pompeii.
Jewellery can be deliberately buried or hidden for security. A large amount of gold and silver objects
are found in Britain because of the deliberate burial of hoards. Objects can be buried under a temple
floor, in the family home, or in a field. They may have been temple treasure, family heirlooms, or loot
from a robbery. For whatever reason, the people who buried them never returned to collect them. The
Fenwick Hoard was buried under the floor of a home during the attack on Colchester by Boudica and
her army. The husband and wife buried the hoard for security, but unfortunately never returned to
collect their precious objects. The jewellery remained hidden under the floor of the house for over
2000 years.

Objects from the Fenwick Hoard, Roman, AD 60
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Composition of gold jewellery
Gold does not decompose or corrode like other metals such as silver. It cannot be dated in the same
way as organic material (carbon dating) or ceramics (hermoluminescence) but can be studied for
metallurgical information. Studies of gold can lead to understandings of social and economic patterns
in the ancient world.
Ancient gold jewellery is extremely pure, generally between 75-100%. The Fenwick Hoard is being
tested but it is expected to be around 95% pure. Today 18 carat gold is 75% with 9 carat only 37.5%,
commonly mixed with silver or other precious metals.

Other Hoards
Other hoards of similar types that can be use as comparative examples:
House of Menander: A large hoard of coins and jewellery were found in a casket in the house. See
Menander Hoard and Fenwick Hoard comparative table below. While the Menander Hoard has a
larger number of coins, the jewellery items are quite similar.

Source: Crummy. N, 2016. A Hoard of Military Awards, Jewellery and Coins from Colchester.
Forthcoming publication in Britannia.
See recommended reading list for resources on Pompeii.
Hoxne Hoard: The largest hoard of Late Roman gold and Silver found in Britain
Thetford Treasure: A late Roman hoard found in Norfolk
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Boudican Revolt and destruction of Colchester
After the invasion of Britain in AD 43, a number of tribal leaders sought to retain their power as client
kings of Emperor Claudius. As a client king, they paid taxes to Rome and allowed military access on
their lands. Prasutagus, chief of the Iceni tribe (located in Norfolk) was one such king. The Iceni tribe
lived in peace with Rome under Claudius’s rule. In his will, Prasutagus left his title and lands jointly to
his daughters and the Roman Emperor. By the time of Prasutagus’s death Nero was on the throne and
was not as predisposed to peace as his predecessor. When Prasutagusdied, the Roman army attacked,
plundering Iceni land, and stealing their wealth. When Boudica, Queen of the Iceni and her daughters
resisted, she was flogged and her children assaulted.
Enraged by her treatment and the economic devastation enforced on her people, Boudica gathered
an army from the Iceni tribe and the Trinovantes of Essex, and headed to Colchester. In AD 60,
Colchester (Colonia Victricensis) was a town of army veterans and their families. The town was not
heavily defended as the Romans saw it as a conquered area that no longer required an army
presence. Boudica’s army destroyed the town and killed the majority of the population. It was during
this attack that the Fenwick Hoard was buried. The people of Colonia Victricensis found short-lived
refuge in the Temple of Claudius until the Iceni burnt it down.
Following the destruction of Colchester, Boudica and her growing army turned their attention to
London (Londinium) and St Albans (Verliamnuium). They were finally defeated in the Midlands in AD
61. In the final battle it is estimated that 240,000 Britons were killed.
For further information on the Boudican revolt please consult:



Tactius, Annals, 14.29-37
Epitome of Dio Cassisius, 62.1-2

Illustration of Boudica in chariot
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Overview of the Fenwick Hoard
In 2014 the Colchester Archaeological Trust undertook a major excavation at the Williams and Griffins,
Fenwick store on Colchester High Street. The Trust uncovered evidence of the Boudican revolt,
including the remains of a Roman town-house destroyed by fire, burnt food items, and the
remarkable Fenwick Hoard. The hoard of Roman jewellery and coins was buried hurriedly under the
floor of the house, shortly before it was destroyed. It consists of silver coins, gold finger rings,
earrings, and bracelets, which are comparable to finds from Pompeii. Its owners never recovered the
treasure, presumably because they died during the Boudican Revolt of AD 60.
The hoard includes: 2 pairs of gold earrings, 1 gold bracelet, 2 gold armlets, 5 gold finger-rings, 1 silver
chain and loop, 1 copper-alloy bulla, 1 silver armlet, 2 silver armillae, 1 glass intaglio, a collection of
Roman republican and imperial coins, and the remains of a silver pyxis (jewellery box). Also found
during the excavation were the remains of dates, figs, wheat, peas, and grain.
Researched by some of Colchester’s most notable historians and archaeologists, the hoard has been
compared to other examples from across the Empire, including those from Pompeii. By comparing
objects in the hoard with those found at Pompeii, it can be fairly well assumed that the objects
belonged to a retired Roman solider and his wife, who had a particular taste for Mediterranean
luxury. The silver items are military awards (armillae) possibly given after the successful Roman
invasion of AD 43. They would have belonged to a retired solider. The gold jewellery is much finer and
would have belonged to a fashionable Roman woman.
Further details on specific objects can be found on page 8

Fenwick Hoard, Roman, AD 60
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Timeline of the Fenwick Hoard


AD 43 - Emperor Claudius invades Britain and receives the surrender of 11 British chieftains



AD 49 - Roman colony at Colchester, Colonia Victricensis, is founded



AD 54 - Nero orders the building of the Temple of Claudius



AD 60 - Boudica destroys Colchester, London, and Verulamium

Fenwick Hoard is buried in a town house on High Street, Colchester


AD 61 – Boudica is defeated in the Midlands



AD 80 - The Colchester town wall is completed



AD 100 - Romans enjoy chariot racing in newly completed Circus at Colchester



AD 410 - Roman rule in Britain ends.



AD 527 - Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of Essex established



AD 917 - Edward the Elder re-founds Colchester



Late 1060s - William the Conqueror orders the building of Colchester Castle



1645 – ‘Witchfinder General’, Matthew Hopkins, uses Castle for interrogations



1648 – Siege of Colchester



1843 – Railway arrives in Colchester



1856 – Permanent Colchester Garrison is established



1860 – Museum opens in Castle



1935 – Castle is re-roofed



2004 – Roman Circus discovered in Colchester



2014 - Fenwick Hoard discovered under Williams and Griffins on High Street, Colchester



2015 – Fenwick Hoard put on display at Fenwick flag ship store in Bond Street, London



2016 – Fenwick Hoard put on permanent display at Colchester Castle
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Objects from the Fenwick Hoard
Objects
Image
1 pair of gold earrings
A pair of hollow gold ball earrings connected to
an s-hookby a small flat disc. A common type
found in Pompeii and Herculaneum. The gold
balls are made from single piece of sheet gold.
The s-hook is threaded through the ear with
the long end sitting behind earmaking them
less likely to fall out.
1 pair of gold and pearl earrings
Crotalia (earrings, the pendants of which rattle
when worn). This type has an s-hook
connected by a flat disc and a cross bar. The
bar holds loops for wire from which pearls
hang, held in place by washers. Only two of the
original four pearls survive. These pearls would
not have come from Britain and most likely
travelled from the continent with their owners.
The origin of the pearls may have beenthe
Middle East.
1 gold bangle
Features a coiled and twisted false clasp. The
coil section with two bars could have
been adjustable however this more common
as a stylistic feature rather than a practical one.
2 gold armlets
Made of two strands of gold wire that cross to
form seven hoops. The points at which the
hoops cross are soldered together. A
decorative element has been used to cover the
final join. The wire is 2 mm thick and the
armlets weigh between 53.5-54.7 grams.
5 gold finger-rings
3 rings are fitted with emeralds. 1 is engraved
with a dolphin that may indicate a connection
with Neptune, however dolphins were quite
popular images so this may have been a
fashionable choice. The final small ring has lost
its setting which could have been an emerald
or a red stone which was a popular choice
during the period.
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1 silver chain and penannular ring
The chain has very little silver remaining and it
made up mostly of corrosion. The chain was
found looped around the gold bangle. The
silver ring would have been used to attach a
pendant to the chain.

1 copper-alloy bulla
A bulla was given to a Roman boy at 8 days old
and was a symbol of his Roman citizenship.
They were worn until the child’s 16th birthday
when Roman boys official became adults.
Bullas were kept by their owners as heirlooms
and may have been worn on special occasions,
however there is very little ancient evidence to
support this.
1 silver armlet (or armillae)
This armlet would have been awarded to the
retired solider for bravery during his service. It
features bands with hunt scenes and a central
medallion. The hunt scene shows panthers
stalking deer. The centre disc has a common
military motif of Jupiter seated between
Victory (right) and Fortuna (left)..

2 silver armillae
Armillae are armbands that were awarded to
soldiers in the Roman army for bravery.
Another 5 armillae have been discovered in
Colchester that are made of copper-alloy
plated in tin. For further information on these
fascinating objects please view
www.cimuseum.gov.uk/fenwickhoard
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1 glass intaglio
This glass intaglio may have originally been in a
ring or in a fitting for a neck chain. The animal
in the centre has been identified as a female
panther. As panthers are also present on the
armlet it has been assumed that this was a
male item belonging to the retired solider.

27 Roman republican and imperial coins
Please see page 11 for a catalogue of the coins
found within the hoard.

Remains of a silver pyxis (jewellery box)
Unfortunately very little of the silver jewellery
box survives, as silver is effected by corrosion
and wood by decay. The four small ivory feet
and heavily corroded fragments you can see in
the images are all that remains. The box was
buried with the earrings, rings, bulla, intaglio
and 1 silver coin inside.
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Coins from the Fenwick Hoard
Notes on Roman coins:
Obverse (Obv.): The front of a Roman coin, generally showing the head of a
god, goddess or Emperor. See right for obverse of aureus (denomination of
Roman coinage minted in gold) of Emperor Claudius.

Reverse (Rev.): The back of a Roman coin that
generally shows more detailed images and symbols.
See left for reverse of aureus of Emperor Claudius.

Text or ledged: The text or ledged is the inscription appearing on both or either sides of the coin.
The text on Roman coins is abbreviated using a standard set of abbreviations that can be easily
translated. For more information on specific abbreviations an online resources is available via
NumisWiki, Forum Ancient Coins.
Objects

Image

Significant events, people and symbols

Augustus, worn denarius,
c. 19 BC. Obv. Text worn away,
laureate head of Augustus
right. Rev. Victory flying right,
all other details obscured.

Not available

Augustus was the first Emperor of Rome
and began the Julio-Claudian dynasty
(ruled from 27 BC – AD 69). The image
on the reverse is a personification of
Victory.
Note: Found in the silver pyxis.

Republican denarius,
Manius Aquillius, c. 109-108
BC. Obv. radiate head of Sol
right. Rev. Text obscured, Luna
in chariot right, crescent moon
and two stars above, one star
below.

Illegible Republican denarius.
Obv. head right. Rev. illegible
legend across field.

Before the Imperial period coins were
minted by Roman aristocrats elected to
the office of monetales (moneyer). They
would use this office to advertise their
family (similar to a political party today)
for future elections. On this coin Manius
Aquillius is placing his family at the centre of the world – between Sol (the sun)
and Luna (the moon). In this way the
Aquillius family is in tune with, and
blessed by the gods.
Not available

n/a
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Objects

Image

Significant events, people and symbols

Republican denarius,
M. Herennius, c. 108-107 BC.
Obv. [PIE]TAS left, diadem on
head of Pietas right. Rev. text
obscured [M. HERENNI left],
Amphinomus carrying his
father right.

Not available

Worn Republican denarius, L.
Calpurnius Piso Frugi, 90 BC.
Obv. laureate head of Apollo
right, possibly star behind.
Rev. very worn, horseman galloping (left or right).

Not available

Republican denarius, Q. Titus,
90BC. Obv. Ivy wreathed head
of Liber right, punch mark in
front (cross with open centre
forming pellet) and large pellet
in ring punch mark on the
cheek. Rev. Pegasus right, hind
feet on framed inscription
QTITI to left; large pellet in ring
punch-mark of, and slightly
over, frame.

Not available

M. Herennius is doing a similar thing with
this coin as Apuillius above. He is
connecting his family with Pietas – piety.
On the reverse of the coin Amphinomus
is shown carrying his father to safety
during an eruption of Mt. Etna on Sicily.
This was a common folk story in Rome
and is used here to demonstrate piety
and nobility. During 107 BC Gaius Marius
was elected consul. Marius would go on
to reform the Roman army and lead a
civil war against the dictator Sulla.
Through this coin Calpurnius is connecting his family with the god Apollo.
Apollo is connected with things including
the sun, sunlight, healing, and music s.
Apollo was a popular deity to portray on
coins as he was connected with the
‘coming of a new age’. By placing Apollo
on a coin, a family could indicate that
they would bring about a new or better
age if placed in power by the people.
Liber was a god of the production of
wine, fertility and freedom. Liber was a
favoured deity of Rome's plebeians
(lower classes). Q. Titus is there for using
this coin to win the favour of the lower
classes in Rome.

Republican denarius, L. Censorinus, P. Crepusius and C.
Limetanus, c. 82 BC. Obv. L
CENSORIN, veiled bust of
Venus right. Rev. C LIMEAT,
Venus in biga right; P. CREPVSI.

Venus was the mother of Aeneas, ancestor of Romulas and Remus, founders of
Rome. By placing Venus on the coin the
monetales (L.Censorinus, P. Crepusius
and C. Limetanus) are alluding to the
foundation of Rome in 753 BC.
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Attached to AW. Julius Caesar,
denarius, c. 49-48 BC. Obv. elephant right, trampling on snake,
in ex., CAESAR. Rev. simpulum,
sprinkler, axe and priest's hat.

In this coin the elephant represents
Caesar and the might of Rome trampling
on the enemy. Caesar’s name in Moorish
(language from North Africa and
Southern Spain) means ‘he who killed an
elephant’. The elephant is also a symbol
of Caesar’s family. The reverse is a little
more complete and shows the symbols
of Roman priesthood. Caesar was elected
Pontifex Maximus (the highest religious
office in Rome) in 63 BC. By showing both
the symbols of his priesthood and
military might (the elephant) Caesar is
emphasising his religious and military
power.

Julius Caesar, denarius, 40s BC.
Obv. head of Venus right. Rev.
minted in Africa, with diademed
head of Venus on obverse and
Aeneas carrying Anchises on
reverse.

Not available

As noted above Aeneas, son of the goddess Venus was, in Roman myth, the
ancestor of Romulus and Remus the
founders of Rome. Caesar’s family
claimed that they were descendant from
Aeneas’ son. This was used to great
effect by Augustus and his successors to
show their ‘right to rule’ as descendants
of a goddess. Aeneas is pictured saving
Anchises, his father, from the destruction
of Troy.

Julius Caesar, denarius, 47 BC,
issued for Caesar by A. Allienus,
47 BC. Obv. C·CAESAR IMP
COS·ITER, diademed head of
Venus right. Rev. encrusted
with corrosion.

Not available

As above
Text reads:
Caius CAES.
IMPerator COnsul ITERum
(Consul Iterum, consul for the second
time)
Aulus ALIENVS PROCOnsul
(Proconsul, a governor of a province in
the Roman Republic)
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Mark Antony, denarius, 32-31 BC.
Obv. ANT AVG III·VIR·R·P·C, galley
right, sceptre tied with fillet on
prow. Rev. LEG·XVII·CLASSICAE,
aquila between two standards.

Mark Antony, denarius, very worn,
32-31 BC. Obv. ANT AVG/-, galley
right. Rev. -/XV/,aquila between
two military standards.
Octavian, denarius, c. 31-30 BC.
Obv. bust of Victory right, wings
spread. Rev. CAESAR male figure
(possibly Octavian as Neptune)
standing left, right foot on globe,
holding aplustre in right hand, vertical sceptre in left.

Augustus, denarius, 9-8 BC. Obv.
AVGVSTVS DIVI·F, laureate head
right. Rev. C CAES, Gaius Caesar
galloping right, eagle between
vexilla behind, AVGVS·F.

Not available

In 43 BC Mark Antony, Octavian (heir
of Julius Caesar), and Lepidus formed
the Second Triumvirate in an effort to
bring peace to the Roman Republic
after decades of civil war. On this coin
Mark Antony (Marcus Antonius) has
had inscribed ANT AVG, Antonius augurus (a religious title) and III VIR R P C
meaning ‘One of Three Men for the
Restoration of the Republic’ (Triumvir
rei publicae constituendae). Antony is
using this coin to point out his naval
strength with the galley (war ship) on
the obverse and the reference to the
17th Legion (LEG XVII) on the reverse.
As this coin is very worn it is difficult to
give an exact identification however it
is likely it is of a similar type as the
coin above.
In 31 BC Octavian fought and won the
Battle of Actium against Mark Antony
and Cleopatra. This coin
commemorates this victory. Victory is
personified on the obverse as a clear
statement. The reverse shows
Octavian as Neptune, God of the Sea
commanding (with a foot on) the
globe. As Actium was a navel battle
the reverse is emphasising Octavian’s
new military power.
Octavian is given the title Augustus
(the illustrious one) in 27 BC. This is
considered the point in which the
republic ceases to exist and the
principate (Empire) begins. Augustus is
using this coin to emphasis his
relationship with his adopted father
Julius Caesar who was declared divine
in 42 BC. The obverse reads AVGVSTVS
DIVIus Filius, Augustus son of a god
(divine one). The reverse
reemphasises his connection with
Caesar by showing Julius (Gaius)
Caesar as a military figure and
restating that Augustus is his son,
Augustus Filius (Augustus’s Son)
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Augustus, denarius, 7-6 BC. Obv.
CAESAR AVGVSTVS DIVI F PATER
PATRIAE, laureate head right. Rev.
AVGVSTI F COS DESIG PRINC
IVVENT, C L CAESARES. Gaius and
Lucius standing front, each with
shield and spear, in field above a
lituus left and simpulum right.

Not available

Not available

The obverse shows Augustus’s evergrowing list of titles CAESAR
AVGVSTVS DIVIus Filius PATER
PATRIAE (Caesar Augustus, Son of a
God, Father of the Father Land). The
term Pater Patriae (father of the fatherland) was bestowed on Augustus
in 2 BC. While the title had no real
political meaning it was symbolic and
placed Augustus above all others in
the Empire. The reverse is a
statement of dynasty in which
Augustus shows his two grandsons
Gaius and Lucius. The text reads
AVGVSTI Fillus CONsul DESIGnati
PRINCeps IVVENTvtis (Sons of
Augustus, Consul Elect, Youthful
Prince), Cauis Lucius CAESARES
(Gaius and Lucius Caesars).
The obverse reads TIberius CAESAR
DIVIus AVGustus Filius AVGVSTVS
(Tiberius Caesar, Son of the divine
Augustus, Augustus himself).
Tiberius was the son of Livia,
Augustus’ third wife. As Tiberius was
not Augustus’ son, he was his
stepson later adopted, it was
important that he emphasised his
position as Augustus’ adopted son
and the inheritor of the tiles
Augustus and Caesar. These titles
had become key indicators of
Imperial power. Tiberius succeeded
to the throne after the death of
Augustus in AD 14. He reigned until
AD 37.
n/a

Not available

n/a

Not available

n/a

Tiberius, denarius, c. AD 14-37.
Obv. TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F
AVGVSTVS, laureate head right.
Rev. PONTIF MAXIM, female figure (possibly Livia as Pax – Peace)
seated right on chair with ornamented legs, with sceptre and
branch.

Worn early Imperial denarius
(possibly Augustus). Obv. Laureate head right. Rev. illegible.
Worn early Imperial denarius.
Obv. Laureate head right. Rev.
illegible.
Seven denarii still corroded together, all visible faces illegible.
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Claudius I, as, AD 41-54. Obv. TI
CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P
IMP, Claudius, head left. Rev. S C,
Minerva advancing right, holding
shield and spear.

Claudius I, as, AD 41-54. Obv. TI
CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P
IMP, Claudius, head left. Rev. S C,
Minerva advancing right, holding
shield and spear.

The obverse read TIberius CLAVDIVS
CAESAR AVGustus Pontifex Maximus
TRibuitia Postestas (holder of
tribunitian power) IMPerator
(Emperor). Claudius came to the
throne in AD 41 after the assassination
of Emperor Caligula, by members of his
bodyguard. Claudius had been
disregarded by members of the
imperial family because of his physical
disability. When he came to the
throne with no military ability or
experience he had to prove himself. In
order to do this he made use of
symbolism such as Minerva (goddess
of wisdom and strategy) and made
preparations to invade Britain in AD 43
As Above

As Above

Claudius I, dupondius, AD 41-54.
Obv. encrusted with corrosion.
Rev. Ceres seated left holding corn
ears in right hand and long torch
on left; S C.

Ceres was the Roman goddess of
agriculture and fertility. By using this
goddess on his coin Claudius is making
a statement that his reign will bring
prosperity across the Empire.

Illegible as/dupondius, encrusted
with corrosion.

n/a
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Recommended Resources
Pompeii








Cooley A. and Cooley M.G.L, 2004. Pompeii. A sourcebook. Duckworth
Ling R, 2005. Pompeii: History, Life and Afterlife. Tempus
Berry J, 2008. The Complete Pompeii. Thames and Hudson
Beard M, 2008. Pompeii: Life of a Roman town. Profile Books
Wallace-Hadrill A, 1994. Houses and Society in Pompeii and Herculaneum. Princeton University
Press
Zanker P, 1998. Pompeii: Public and Private Life. Harvard University Press
Jones D, 2006. The Bankers of Puteoli. Tempus

Roman Colchester



Crummy P.J, 1997. City of Victory: The Story of Colchester - Britain’s First Roman Town. Colchester Archaeological Trust
Hull M.R, 1952. Roman Colchester: A Brief Account (second edition). The Society of Anyiquaries

Ancient Jewellery



Ogden J, 1992. Ancient Jewellery. University of California Press
Johns C.M, 1996. The Jewellery of Roman Britain: Celtic and Classical Traditions. Routledge

Hoards in Roman Britain



Abdy R.A., 2002. Romano-British Coin Hoards. Shire Archaeology
Ghey E., 2015. Hoards: A Hidden History. British Museum

Online Museum Resources








English Heritage Resources:
www.english-heritage.org.uk/learn/story-of-england
BBC History Resources:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/handsonhistory/romans.shtml http://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/p01zfwrl
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/zqtf34j
British Museum Resources:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/learning/schools_and_teachers/resources/cultures/
ancient_rome.aspx
Teaching History with 100 Objects:
www.teachinghistory100.org/
Museum of London Resources:
http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/schools/classroom-homework-resources/roman-londonresources/
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Activities for your class
1. Create a coin timeline linking to major events
Ask the class to connect the coins to events and people during the Late Republic and Early Empire.
Use this information to make a timeline of Rome using the coins. See list of coins, dates, and
events on page 11.

2. Peopling the objects/coins
How did a coin from 109 BC reach Roman Britain in the hands of a solider? Who would have come
into contact with this coin? What places in the empire might this coin have visited? Who minted/
designed the coin?
Ask each member of the class to pick one coin/object and describe how that coin/object reached
the hands of Roman solider in Britain.
Each member of the class can pick a person in the story of the coin/object – a moneyer, a
magistrate responsible for distributing the coinage, a tax collector who collected the coin from a
wealthy merchant, an army administrator who organised the pay for soldiers, the solider who
received the pay, or the wife or child of the solider who saved the money. Once each member of
the class has picked their role in the life of the coin/object ask the class to place themselves in a
timeline based on what point they came in to contact with the coin. This might work better in
smaller groups.
This activity can be done with any of the coins/objects in the Fenwick Hoard.
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3. Use the objects to create a timeline for the lives of a Roman man or women
Basic outline for a typical Roman timeline:
This would vary depending on social and economic status of the individual. The outlines below have
been written to connect with objects in the Fenwick Hoard.
Male:
8 days old, receives his bulla
16 years old, stops wearing his bulla
18 years old, joins the army
18-43 years old, travel across Empire in army
AD 43 joins the invasion of Britain – Awarded armillae for bravery
Approx. 43-45 years old, retires from army
AD 49 settles in Colony at Colchester and gets married
Female:
Young girl, receives small ring with emerald
Approx. 18 – 27 years old, between AD 49-59, gets married
The female owner of the jewellery is much more difficult to trace as the lives of Roman women
were not as well documented as men. It is likely that she was from Europe possibly Italy. The jewels
were not made in Britain so she may have brought them with her. The size of the rings could
indicate that she was given these at different stages of her life or that they were worn on both the
lower section and upper section of the fingers.
The notes above can be used as a starting point to research Roman daily life and attempt to add
more to the story.
Recommended resources for Roman daily life:


Allason-Jones L, 2008. Daily Life in Roman Britain. Greenwood World Publishing



Parkin T, 2007. Roman Social History : A Sourcebook. Routledge
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4. Using the images below match the objects to the correct person
The class should look closely at the images from Pompeii and Germany. These are images Roman
men and women. By using these types of images from well-preserved site archaeologists and
historians can identify who may have owned similar objects found across the empire.
Example of Roman solider from Germany
Look closely at his right risk and upper left arm
Tombstone of Marcus Caelius (44 BC - AD 9) © Rheinisches Landesmuseum Bonn

Examples of Roman women from Pompeii

Frescos and Mosaics from Pompeii showing women © British Museum
After looking at the images above place the correct objects with the correct characters (please turn
page for objects and characters)
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Objects

Fenwick Hoard Characters

Answers: The silver objects are military awards, if you look closely at the Roman solider from
Germany, you can see similar bracelets and an armlet. The women from Pompeii are all wearing
gold jewellery. Some of the earrings are very similar to those found in the Fenwick Hoard. By using
images from other sites we can conclude that the gold jewellery would have belonged to a Roman
women and the silver to a man most likely a retired solider.
Note for teachers: Please cut out and make use of the images above as required for your class.
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5. Now and then objects
Print and cut out the cards below. Ask the class to match the Roman object with its modern
equivalent.
Then
Armillae
Armillae are armbands that were awarded
to soldiers in the Roman army for bravery.

Now

1 pair of gold and pearl earrings
Crotalia (earrings -the pendants rattle when
worn) type with an s-hook connected by a
flat disc and a cross bar.

1 silver chain and penannular ring
The chain has very little silver remaining and
it made up mostly of corrosion.
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Remains of a silver jewellery box

Roman coins showing Emperor Claudius

1 gold bangle

1 copper-alloy bulla
A bulla was given to a Roman boy at 8 days old
and was a symbol of his Roman citizenship.

Christening bracelet

6. A PowerPoint with images of the Fenwick Hoard is available to download from our
website
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